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SUMMARY

A theoretical analysis of a cruciform missile configuration equipped
with floating controls has been performed to determine if such controls
can be utilized to improve the airframe transient response characteris-
tics. This investigation covers either forward or aft locations of the
floating controls at supersonic speeds. The analytical investigation was
conducted mainly by factoring the characteristic equation of the system
and examining the roots of the airframe snd control modes of motion
although other supplementsxy techniques were employd. .

The results of this investigation indicate that, for operation of
the floating-controlairframe over the Mach number and altitude ranges
,considered in this analysis, a substantial
can be obtained through a proper selection
cients and through the use
floating-control surfaces.

A method is presented
damping and the associat&
values of the hinge-moment

of a fixed-rate

in the appendix
control-surface
coefficients at

increase in airfrsme damping
of the hinge-moment coeffi-
viscous damper attached to the

to predict the maximum airfrsme
damping rate for any prescribed
any flight condition.

INTRODUCTION

As psrt of the research program concerned with simplifying missile ‘
control systeus, the Automatic Control Dynsmics Section of the Langley
Pilotless Aircraft Research Division has conducted investigations on scune
simple aerodynamic devices to au~ent missile damping. This paper inves-
tigates the effect of viscously restrained free-floati~ controls (hence-
forth referred to as floating controls) on the damping in pitch of a
cruciform csnsrd finned missile in supersonic flight. The increase in
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2 NACA FM L55E31

missile dsmping results from the:,introduction of’s control damper to
supply the necessary phase lag between the airframe and control motion
in combination with a proper selection of the hinge-moment coefficients.
The control surfaces are free to float to their equilibrium position
restrained only by the viscous dsmper. Furthermore, the control-surface
damping rate is assumed to result entirely from the viscous’damper (aero-

-C contrf~utfon fS consider~ meg~gfble ). me results Ue presented
in the form of stability plots and dsmping plots for various -controlchar-
acteristics and flight conditions. “

Similar studies along these lines have been conducted for airplanes
with free-floating control surfaces. A theoretical analysis is presented
in reference 1 and the results of a flight test are given in reference 2.
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SYMBOLS

.

airfrsme mass, 5.05 slugs

wing mean aerodynamic chord, 1.776 ft

floating-control

total wing sxea,

floating-control

mean aerodynamic chord, 0.458 ft

one phe, 4.1 sq ft

exposed area, one plane, 0.281 sqft

moment of inertia of airframe about Y-sxis}

moment of inertia of floating control shout
0.00244 Slug-ftp

velocity, ft/sec

-c pressure, lb/sq ft

distance between airfrsme center of gravity

31.3 Slug-ftz ‘

hinge line,

and floating-control
hinge line, ft

pitch angle, radians

angle of attack, rsdians

floating-control-surface

Mach number

deflection angle, radians

.
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‘1/2

CL

cm

time to damp to half amplitude

lift coefficient, ~ -
qs

Pitching manent
pitching-moment coefficient,

qsz

H
hinge-moment coefficient, —

@c~q

&L
CL=K

c%=%
a+
&h

C%=c

.

- -=a. - .-
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hinge moment, ft-lb

airframe percent

floating-control

critical dsmping

percent critical

NACA 13ML55H31

psrameter .

dsmping parsmeter

airframe Undampei natural frequency, radians

f-loating-controlundemp~ natural frequency,

differential operator, d/dt .

A,B,C,D,E coefficients of fourth-order characteristic

airfrsme damping

DESCRIPTION OF AIMT#ME AND APPARATUS

per second

radians per second

equations

‘%
at peak

The airfrsme utilized in this analysis is a cruciform canard finned
missile. The wings and canards have leading edges swept back 600 and are
in line. Listed in’table I are the estimated stabili~ derivatives for
a static margin of 56 percent mean aerodynamic chord at M = 1.6, over
a Mach number range. Additional stabili~ derivatives for other values
of static margin can be obtained from reference 3. A sketch of the model
is presented in figure 1 along with the ba&ic mass and dimensional
characteristics.

The canards and wing-tip controls are of delta plan form with approx-
imately equal lever axms to the airframe center of gravi@. !I!Moughout
the analysis.it is assumed that the floating-control surfaces are mass
balanced and the hinge-manent coefficients

c% - c%
can be readily

obtainal for the delta plan fonn through’a selection of the hinge-Hne
location and if necessary the addition of springs. A further assumption
to simplify the analytical computation is that the inertia about the
hinge line of the wing-tip control surface and the canard surface is the
s8me.

Presented in figure 2 is a sketch of a proposed viscous damper that
was built and bench tested to detemdne if the values of the floating-
control-surface dauping rates covered in this investigationwere realizable. ‘

‘*

.
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Also shown in figure 2 is a typical installation for either floating
canards or wing-tip controh.

.

The results of the bench test indicate that danping rates between
0.5 and 3.0 ft-lb/rsdian/sec canbe obtaind from this type of dsmper
using silicone base fluids with viscosities between 50,000 and
1,000,000 centistokes. A possible d.isadvszuk.geto this type of dsmper
waa also disclosed in the bench test. At low~e moments, the damping
rate tended to increase due to friction in the 110 ring seals and bearings.
Furthermore, at low hinge mamnts the dmping fluid no long= has the
tendency to shear but becomes more elastic in nature and resistsxrtto
shesr. The effect of this nonlinear damping action on the dynsmic char-
acteristic of a missile configuration in flight is not lmown but is not
felt to be serious because of the large aerodynamic unbalancai controls
utilized in this investigation.

F

lK@l?HODSOF ANALYSIS

Equations of Motion

The airfrsme equations of motion in pitch, assuming two degrees of
freedan with constant forward veloci~, sre linear differential equations
with constant coefficients agd are as follows:

Iy ;
— =~a+~tj+c~ ;6+ q#& (2)
qsE

The differential equation describing the motion of the floating controb
is

-+ii+:) ~ ~=C a+C 5+
@ccc

where the floating controls are assumed mass
substitution:

c% =

c% =

-...._.._————______

—

c@ + c#i (3)

balancel and with the

()Zhc%T for controls aft,of center of gravi~

.( )zh
c~-~ for controls forward of center of grati~ .

,
u-.
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The effect of the upwash cr.&atedby the vortices shed from the for-
ward control surfaces on the floating wing-tip controls was initially
consideral and was found to have a negligible effect on the airfrsme
dynamics and therefore is not included in this analysis.

Combining the airframe equations of motion and the
equation and solving for the characteristic equation of
in a fourth-degree polyncminal of the form

Ap4+Bp3+cp2+DP+E=o

floating-control
the system results

(k)

where the variable p is the differential operator d/dt.

Defining the coefficients
ables in Ch ~

a c%’ - c%

A=

B=

c =

D=

E =

where

alblcl

~blcl - a1b2c1 -

alb5c1 - alb3c1 -

%blc~ + %b2c~

~b5c~ - a3b3c1 +

@lc~ + a3%c~

alb3c~ + %b2c~

of the characteristic equations as vsri-
gives

a1b4c1 - alblC%

a3b4c1 - a2b2cl + a1b4C~ -

- alblC~

@3%5 + %b2fJl% + @4c~ + @2c~ --

- a1b5c2C% + a3b4c2C%

+ a3b3c2C~ -‘a3b2C~ - a2b5c2C~ - alb5C~

%2
= Ck

a3 = c%

c1

,b5 =
%

.

———
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Stabili@ Criterion,,,,

The Routh-Ihmitz stabili~ criterion was utiliz,edto construct
stability boundary plots for the floating-control airfrsme. The Routh
criterion simply states that for a fourth-degree polynml, if all
powers are present EL@ have the same algebraic sign, then for stabiliw
the following relation must be satisfied:

(BC-AD)D-B2E>0

Solving the Hurwi.tzdeterminant for a fourth-degree
yields the following conditions for stabili~:

polynaminal

which is precisely
positive, then the

A>O

B>O

E>O

(BC-AD)>O

(BC - AD)D - B2E >0

Routh’s criterion; for, if all the coefficients are
only independent equation is the last. A more complete

presentation of the Routh--tz stabi~ty criterion can be found in-
reference 4.

For this analysis, the airframe neutral oscillatory-stabili~ boundary
is determined by letting (BC - AD)D - B2E = O and the floating-control
static-stabilityboundary defined by letting E = O. h each case the
coefficients of the characteristic
in Ch ,

a c%’ - c%”

Analysis of the Airframe and

equation are written as variables

Control Dymmic Characteristics

One approach to this type of investigation is to plot lines of con-
stant T1/2 (time to dsmp to haH smpl.itude)for the airframe in the

stable region. Exsmples of an application of this technique for a fourth-
degree characteristic equation can be found in reference ~. Although this
type of analysis was valuable in establishing the region of improved air-
frsme dsmping, little information as to the dynamic characteristics of the
airfrsme was obtained in spite of the lengthy machine canputation neces-
sary to compute a .fsmilyof constant T1/2 curves. The method adopt~
consisted of factoring the characteristic equation of the system in order

— —-——...——. -— —————-— .——
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to observe the effect on { and ~ of varying the control character-

istics. In this way the dynsmic characteristics of the missile can be
express~ in a quadratic form as is usual in many applications. It
should be rememb=ed when analyzing the results that in most cases an
increase in the airframe percent critical damping persmeter ~ is
usually acccnnpanielby a decrease in the airfrsme undsmped natural fre-
quency ~, so that it is possible to actually increase T1/2 even

though ~ may increase.

Defining the coefficients of the characteristic equation as varia-
bles in terms of the hinge-moment coefficients and factoring over a range
of the coefficients results in two quadratic expressions representing the
airfrsme and control modes of motion. In general, the drfrsme mode is
composed of two complex conjugate roots and the control mode is composed
of either two complex conjugate or two real roots depending upon the
_tude of control damping. The advantage in factoring the character-
istic equation is readily apparent in that the trends of damping and
natural frequency for both m&les of motion can be observed as the hinge-
moment coefficients sre varied.

RESUIZ’SA.NDDISCUSSION

The cruci.fom drfrsme of figure 1 has been analyzed with floating
controls either aft or forwsrd of the airframe center of gravity. The
flight conditions investigated are M = 1.2, 1.6, and 2.0 at sea level
snd M = 1.2 at 15,000 feet.

Stabili@ Boundaries

The stale region for the airfrsme with floating controls is shown
in figure 3 as a plot of the floating-controlparameters c%, ~,

anac %“ The boundaries of the stable region are formed by the airfrsme

oscillatory boundary and the control static-stabili~ boundary. The air-
frame oscillatoryboupdary is determined by one of the roots of the sta-
bility condition (BC - AD)D - B2E = 0: Crossing the airfrsme oscillatory
boundary frmn the stable region yields for the airframe mode a psir of
complex conjugate roots with positive real parts. The control static-
&abi~ boundary is determined by letting E = O and is invariant with
control-surface dsmping. Crossing the control static-stabilityboundsry
frcnnthe stale region will result in a pdr
is positive for the control mode. -

of real roots, one of which

-. .
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The region of improved airfrsme dsmping in the stable region is
determined by factoring the characteristic equbtion. For floating con-
trols forward, positive c% is required to improve the airfrsme response

and, conversely, with floating controls aft, negative c& is regpired.

Wtted fran figure 3 for clsrity is the position of the airfreme
oscillatoryboundary at values of control-surface dsmping approaching
the magnitude of the available aerodynamic control-surface dsmping. At
these low values of control-surface danping, the movement of the tirfrsme
oscillatoryboundary with increasing increments of control-surface dsmping
is opposite frcm that shown in figure 3 in that the stable region increases
in size as C .

%
is increased until at a particular value of

c%
it will

again begin to decrease and exhibit the trend as shown in figure 3. Also,
at these low values of control-surface dsmping, the sign of

c%
to give

improved airfrsme dsmping will be opposite from that necessary at the
higher values of c%. Although it is possible at low values of c% to

improve the airfrsme dsmping, this region becomes of little value because
of the very limited improvement in the airfrsme response that is possible.
The remairiderof this investigation will be concern~ with the region of
improv~ damping at the higher values of

c%
where a very significant

increase in airframe damping is attainable..

Airframe Dym.smicChsxacteristics

To analyze the effect of varying the hinge-manent parameters %,

c%) and C~ on the dmping of the airframe, Hnes of const~t T1/2

were plotted and the characteristic equation was factored thmough a range
of flight conditions and control characteristics. As both methods of
analysis require extensive computation, machine calculation is necesssry.

Constant T1/2 plots.- In figure 4 a typical result of plotting lines

of constant T1/2 is presented. The data are for one value of control-

surface dsmping C% and for one flight conditiori. For the basic fixed-

control airfrsme, the time to dsmp to ha~ mplitude is O.1~ second for
the flight conditions of figure 4. From figure 4 it is shown that under
the specified conditions of the control parameters the time to damp to
half smpMtude can be reduced to 0.0578 second or by as much as 70 percent.
Also from figure k it can be seen that for .avalue of c%

= -0.2 to -0.3

the greatest improvaent in airfrsme response can be achievd at smaller
magnitudes of

c%”
From additional plots of this type for other values

of control-surface damping and flight conditions, it can be established

-.-.—.-—— .—. — — —.. —-—. —————..——.
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that this value of C
%

remains essentially constant. This suggests

that once this pseudo-opthnum value of C% has been determined the

analysis can be simplified through the elimination of
c%

as a variable.

A P1-ot‘f Comtmt %/2 in the C%,C% plane can then be constructed,

presenting a more complete picture of the effect of varying C% and C%
on the &frame response.

Effect on the airfrsme mode of varying the control parameters.- To
understand more clearly how variations in the control parameters affect
tlieairfrsme and control modes of motion, the characteristic equation
was factored for a range of control parameters and the roots examined.
A constant C~ was assured based upon the results of the constant T1/2

analysis. Present&l in figure 5 is the general trend of airframe damping
and natural frequency as the control parameters Cha smdc.

%
are varied

along a constant
c%

Mne in the stable re@on as shown in the inset.

The origin of the curves represents the damping and natural frequency of
the airfrsme when C& equals zero or a~roximately the damping and

natural frequency of the fixed-control airfrsme. ti figure 5 an addi-
tional characteristic of floating controls is shown. At low values
of C% the natural frequency of the airfrsme can be appreciably changed

without materially affecting the damping of the airfrsme. Although mag-
nitudes sre not shown in figure 5, the change in natural frequency can
be as mch as double or ha~ the original frequency. This effect on ~a

at low C% is easily calculated since, depending on the floating tend-

ency, the control simply adds or subtracts to the static-stabilityparam-
eter as follows:

%=+%

The useful region for
of figure 5 where improv~

this investigation is the upper left portion
airfrsme damping is obtained as a result of

adding damping to the floating control through a viscous dsmper. The
effect of adding dsmping to the floating control is to cause the control
motion to lag the airframe displacement and to become more in phase with
the rate of displacement thereby providing increasai airframe damping.

Effect of viscous dsmper on airframe dynamics.- ti figure 6 this
region of &prov& airfrsme dsmping is plotted for the floating-controls-
aft case at M = 1.2, 1.6, and 2.o at sea level and M = 1.2 at

,

15,000 feet. It can be seen from an examination of these plots that no
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one value of C% can be selected that would

in airfrmne damping for any value of C% or

give the

any Mach

11

maximum improvanent

number but that a

compranised value of c% could probably be selected that could very

nearly give the msximum improvement possible. For example, from figure 6,
maintaining a value of

c%
= -O. O@ as the Mach number varies from 1.2

to 2.0 at constant altitude w&ld almost give the maximum improvement in
airframe damping for any operating value of C ~hrough this Mach number

.%
range. As the dynsmic pressure will increase by approximately a factor
of 2 through this Mach number r~~ maintaining a constant C% would

probably present a rather complex mechanical problem in that the dsmping

(%)rate “ of the viscous damper would have to decre=e by a factor of 2

in order for C -~ to remain constant. Assming that this would be an

unnecessary additional complexity, a more feasible approach from the
viewpoint of simplifying the viscous damper would be to design the damper
for one average damping rate through the expected Mach number range.

When altitude variation for the floating-control airframe is con-
sidered, a more favorable situation exists because the value of

c%
that gives maximum improvement in airframe damping at a particular value
of Ch will increase as the altitude increases. This can be seen by

a
comparing the plots for M = 1..2 at sea level and 15,000 feet in figure 6.
The increase in the optimum value of c% ‘ill ted t

o offset the decrease

in dynamic pressure thereby maintaining a fairly constant design damping
rate ~ to give maximum improvement in airfrme damping as the altitude

varies.

If the
Mach number
possible at

viscous damper is to be desi~el for one damping rate as the
varies, scnnevalue of airframe damping other than the maximum
a particular value of

c%
will result. Figure 7 shows how

c% till VW with Mach number if a constant dsmping rate is assum~.

The shad~ area is plotted from the data of figure 6, and represents the
range of

c%
that gives.msximum airframe damping for values of c~

between -0.5 and -0.9. The two values of I% were chosen to give nearly

maximum airfrsme dsmping characteristics at M = 1.2 and 1.6.

For either of the two values of ~ selected, same value of ~r-

frsme dsmping other than the maximum possible will result. This is demon-
strated in figure 8 where the airfrsme dsmping has been plotted against
Mach number for the tiTo constant values of ~. The dashed curve rePre-

s ents the maximum dsmping possible as taken frcnnfigure 6 and the solid
curve is the airframe dsmping that results when a constant ~ is assumed.
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The shsded area then represents the penal~ in airfrsme damping due to
using a constant 1% for the two values of C

%
shown. It can be seen

from figure 8 that for &lues of C% equal to or greater than -0.5

either of the two values of 1% all&s a minimum improvement in airhme

dsmping of greater than a factor of two.

Fran the results of figure 8 and bowing that the optimum value
Oft.

%
increases with increasing altitude as previously d.iscuEsed,it

appears that a viscous damper could be designed for one dmnping rate that
would give an appreciable improvement in the airframe damping over the
Mach number and altitude ranges covered in this investigation.

Relation Between Airframe and Control Modes

The airfrsme dynsmic characteristics are given as functions of the
control dynamic characteristics b figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 shows that
the peak airframe damping for any value of c% occurs at a constant

value of the control damping parmet er cc SJIdis unique with each fll,ght
contition. h figure 10 it is also to be noted that the peak airframe
dsmping for any value of c~ occurs at a constant ratio of the airframe

and control undsmped natural frequencies. The origin of the curves again
represents the dsmping and natural frequency ratio of the floating-control
airfrsme when C% equals zero.

To determine if the trends of figures 9 and 10 were valid for sane
other value of C%, additional plots s~W to fi@.res 6) 9} * 10

were construct for a value of ~ = -0.5. me results are present~

in figure 11 for M = 1.2 at sea level. me trend of the ~ airfreme

dsmping always occurring at constant values of cc and ~c/~a is still

seen to be true.

Figures 9, 10, and 11 will be utilized more extensively in the
appendix where a rapid method for predicting the viscous-damper require-
ments and the resulting sirframe damping for any canbination of c%

and C% is presented.

General Comnents on the Application of Floating Controls

The hinge-moment charactwistics of the half-delta control s~faces
are such that if the hinge Mne is adjusted for the desired %#%

relation it becmes possible for the control mcde to be statically unsta-
ble at subsonic and nesr supersonic speeds. This is particularly true

.

.

.
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(for the controls-forwsrd situation positive
c%

to improve missile

)
damping because the tendency is for C% to increase positively as

transo~c flight is approached moving the control characteristic toward
or into the unstable region. For a ground-lsunchedndssile with the
floating controls forward, sane means would have to be devised to lock
the floating surfaces until supersonic flight is attainai.

When selecting the control-surface damping rate, it shouldbe remem-
bered that it is generally possible to obtain the ssme value of airfrsme
dsmping at two values of c% (fig. 6). The lower value will in most

cases cause an appreciable reduction in the airframe natural frequency
resulting in little or no improvement in the time to dsmp to half ampli-
tude for the airfreme mode. If possible, the damping rate should be
selected to give the smallest variation in airframe natural frequency
over the expected Mach number and altitude ranges.

There are generally two methds used to adjust the hinge-moment
charactwistics . They are (1) the adjustment of the hinge-~ne position
and (2) the addition of springs. These two methods are often used sin-
gul=ly or together depending on the desird ratio of ~~d~.~

springs are used to adjust ~, then it should be remembered that the

value of C~ will no longer remain constant with Mach number and alti-

tude as assumed in the analysis but will be a direct function of dynmic
pressure. ,Furthennore,if spring-restrtind control surfaces are used,
the ratio of control natural frequency to airfrsme natural frequency
(fig. 10) will not be independent of altitude since c% is the sum of

the aero6ynsmic and spring-restraint contributions. Extending this line
of reasoning further, it is also possible for the spring-restrained
floating-control sirfrwpe to be stable at one &h number or altitude
and beccme unstable at some other Mach mmiber or altitude since the
spring-restraint contribution to c% can either add or subtract depending

upon dynsmic pressure.

COIWU.JDINGREMARKS

From the results of this investigation, it can be concludd that a
substantial improvement in &frame damping is possible utilizing floating
contro~. The data presented emphasize the importance of adjusting the
floating-control hinge-mcment coefficients and the need for a control-
surface damper to provide
hinge line. Furthermore,
only one damping rate, it

artificial damping about the floating-control
if the floating-control damper is designed for
is still possible to obtain a substantial
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improvement in airfrsme dsmping
altitude rsage.

h all cases investigated,

Over a limited

an increase in

NACA RM L55E31

Mach number range and
.

d.rframe dsmping was accmu- -
pamied by a decrease in the airframe natural frequency. This decrease in
&ural frequency can conceivably increase the airframe transient response
time even tho.~- the percent critical dsmping parsmeter may increase. The
reduction in airframe natural frequency can be minimiz6d through a proper
selection of the floating-control dsmping rate.

A method is presented in the appendix to estimate rapidly the maxi-
mum sd.rfrsmepercent critical damping and the floating-control dsmpfng
rate for any combination of the floating-control hinge-mament coeffi-
cients C% - C% and any fldght condition.

Langley Aeronautical hboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

~1~ Field, Va., August 24, 1955. “
.

,
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APPENDIX

METHOD FOR ESTIMATING ARFRAME AND VISCOUS DAMPER CHARACTERISTICS

The two techniques employd in this investigation to analyze the
floating-control airframe required lengthy machine canputation. In an
effort to shorten the computation time, a methd is presented herein
which allows the prediction of the floating-control slrfrsme character-
istics at the peak values of &frame dm~ for w combi~tion of c%

and C
%“

In order to predict the peak value of airframe dsmping ~a* and the

associated floating-control dynsmic characteristics &jc1 and ~’, the

significant trends.of figures 9, 10, and 11 will be utilized. ,First a
method will be derived to predict the value of the ratio

the value of Cc1 at the peak vhlues of airframe dsmping
figures 9, 10, and 11.

/’”%WC ‘ ‘ala

as shown in

Detenaination of the Ratio
%/%

From figures 10 W 11(c) it is seen that the value of-the ratio
~/~ at peak airframe dauping is the ssme as the value of the ratio

when C
%=0”

The undamped natural frequ’=cy of the airframe and con-

trol modes when C
k

= O is readily approxhmted by the following

expressions:

c%%2=- Ic/qscGc

(5)

(6)

The value of the ratio for peak airfreme damping then becmues .

(7)

—-— ... ————.—. . .— —— —.————
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This expression for the value of the ratio when c% = O is seen to be

independent of altitude if the value of
c%

is dependent upon aerody-
.

nsmic forces only and is not the sum of an aerodynamic force and a spring
force as discussd in the section of the,,paper entitled “General Co&ents
on the Application of Floating Controls.

Determination of ~ for Specified Con&Ltions of C% and C%

Writing the fourth-order characteristic equation as follows:

4 B3+C 2+P +~P 1P

and assuming that it can be factored into
senting the airframe and control modes of
chsracteristic-equationrepresentation:

By inspection,

%7%’ ‘ “

( )(p2+2c*ap+(.o/ p2+
a

fp+~=o (8)

two quadratic factors repre-
motion results in the follqwing

the value of the coefficient E/A

th~ for peak airframe dsmping

E

(

,4
—=
A ~%)

)+a#=o (9)c

is %a%lc2 and if

(lo)

Referring to the coefficients of the characteristic eqyation as previously
defind for equation (4) of the text and obtaining an approximate evalua-
tion for E/A by selecting the most hportant parameters yiel@

g . W3% - alb5%
A alblcl

Equating equations (10) and (11) gives the expression

E %b3~ - W5%& . ,4
—=
A alblcl $(%3)

(11)

(12)

—
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from which the und.smpd natural frequency of

17

the airfrsme at peak airframe
dsmping can be obtained for smy specified values of

amy fl&@t condition.

c% ad C% =(1

Once ~a’ is determined fran equation (I-2),the

undsmped natural frequency of the control mode is easily computed fran
equation (7).

Detemination

The cohstant

of the Value of -{c’ for Peak Airfrsme Damping

value of cc’‘ for peak airfrsme damping as shown

figures 9 and ll(b ) can be estimated if it is assumed that for peak

in

air-
fr&ne dsmping the control motion lags the sirfrsme motion by 45° and the
frequency at which the control motion lags the airfrsme motion by 45° is
the undamped natural frequency of the airfrsme, which for this case
is ~a’ . Although the frequency of the disturb~ sirframe oscillation

will not be the und.smpedairframe natural frequency, the error induced
by this assumption is negligible. This can be verified by plotting the
frequency response of the airfrsme snd control modes of motion for a
canbination of control parameters that gives peak airfrsme damping. The
frecpncy response plot shows that at frequencies nesr the airfrsme
undsmped natural frequency the phase angle’of the control mode is rela-
tively insensitive to small changes in frequency. Therefore, only slight
changes in the phase-angle magnitude till result if the disturbed air-
frsme frequency is different frrxnthe undampal
airfrsme.

The phsse sngle @ of a quadratic factor

( )pz + 2~p + U.#

at a particular freqpency (o) is defined by the
(ref. 6):

,= -tan-l 24$-)
()
~ “2

1- —
%

natural frequency of the

of the general form

following

(13)

expression

For’this case, let equation (13) take the form of the control mode

( )pz + 2ic%cP + %C2

(14)

—----—.— —. ——. —. -.
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and in equation (14), let the &se angle @ = @= = 45°, let the fre-

quency m be the natural frequency of the sirframe u&’ let ~ = u&’,

and let C=!e’. With these substitutions, equation (14) can be rewritten

in terms of the control-mode parameters as follows:,

()%a ‘
%’ p

$, = 45° = -tan-~
c

T

%a’ 2
1- —

%’

Solving eqgation (15) for Cc’ gives “

and’,if (%,,%)=.

Determination

Equation (17) gives

Q = ()%’ 2
1- —

tic ‘

TTp%’
%’

as before, yields

(15)

(16)

(17)

of c“’
%

for Peak AiYframe Demping

the value of the control-mode damping ~c’ that

gives peak airfrsme dsmping. Once ttis value of cc’ ~ been det~ned

for a particular flight condition the control-surfacedmuping rate governed
by the value of

c% ‘
can be readily detemined fran the following relation:

1

2CC’%C’=+ (18)
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Determination of the Peak Airframe

19

Up to this point it has been possible to choose a flight condition,
select the values of C% and C%, and th~ to predict the control dyna-

mic characteristics,the control dsmping rate, and the airfrsme undamped
natural frequency that gives a peak value of airfrsme damping ~a’. The

value of (a’ can be approximated by proceeding along the following llnes.

Rewriting equation (9) in terms of the already lnmwn quantities gives

[ ( ]~2+2~2i’)(%a’)pK2(~’)~P’ + ‘{a’~’p + U&’)’ (19)

Nowwriting equation (19 ) in the fom of equation (8) sad equating coef-
ficients of like powers to the coefficients of eqzation (8) gives for
the value of C/A

c ,’l+’gal(&-l)+q
orx= ‘%

(20)

Referring again to the definition of the coefficients of equation (4) as
previously defined in the text, an approximate evaluation for C/A C=
be obtained by selecting the most important parameters. Thus,

c alb2C~ ‘ - a2blC~’ - albl~ - alb3cl
—=
A“

(21)
alblcl

E@ating equations (20) and (21) gives the following expression in which
ail quantities we known except La’:

Sample Calculation

The procedure that has been outlined could probably be more clearly’
understock if a sample calculation were made. The airfrsme is the air-
frame of this analysis and the floating controls sre assumed aft of the
center of gravi~. The flight condition to be investigated is M = 2.0
@t sea level and the values of the floating-control hinge-moment coeffi-
cients are ~ = -0.8 and ~ = -0.2. ‘Theproblem is to determine the

~
u—=%—

— ,.. . —.—_..—.—_ _ .—.. ——. . . . . . . . .-. —
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viscous damping rate that will give maximum airfrsme dsmping for the
assumed conditions and the value of the airframe dsmping La’.

I - Determination of the value of the ratio
. ~/~=K as shown in

figure 10:

(%)2
‘-=-* =.’~7’7Ck=o = - Iy/qSc .

(%)
p. c% - (-0.2)
C& = - Ic/qSc~c = -

= 63,191
3.165 x ~o-6

()%’ 2
%’

=8
63191

= — = 35.765
1767

II - Determination

K = 5.98

of the value of E/A for C% and C% selected:

E _ ‘%b3c% - %b5c%--
A %blcl

E_= (o.4624)(-L~)(-o.2) - (0.4624 )(-o.206)(-o.8)
A 10.522 x 10-10

E—= 39.20 x 106
A

:4
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III - Determination of the peak airfrsme natural frequency and.control
natural frequency for C% ~ c% selected:

K2(~’)4 = E/A = 59.20x 10’

(%)
t 4.39.20 X 10’ = ~ @ x lo’

35.765 “

%’ = 32.36

%’ ‘%’ = (5.98)(32.3’)

re- determination of

v- Dztermination

~’ = 193.5
\

the constant value of {c ‘ as shown in figure 9:

cc‘ = 2.91

of magnitude of control-surfacedamping coefficient C ● ‘:
%

c% ‘

I
. 2CC’%’

Ic qScEc

- *= 2(20’’)(1’3.5).
c%‘ = -0.00356

or the required viscous damping rate is

%= -2.74 f t-lb/radisn/sec

.— .-—. —— --.._ —.. -..—— .— ..— -— .- .—. ———
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vl - Determination of magnitude of airframe damping paremeter [a’:

1

-&($ -:)-~ +3=(~’)2~+2’a’($ -l)+q

[

(-3.56 X 10-3) 2.46 1[-(-2.94 x 10-3) - (-1.27) + 1(-0.2) =

3.165 X 10-6 0“4624 7.188X 10-4 7.188 x 10-4 3.165 X 10-6

[ 1(32.36 )21+ 2(ca’ )(35.765- 1)+ (35.765)

or

10,585 i- 64,958 =38,4gl+ 72,792(a’

ia ‘ = 0.51
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EXPOSED WING PANEL CANARD

Figure 1.- Sketch of abfrem

unleaa

MODEL WEIGHT, LB 162.5

MOMENT OF INERTIA, SLUG-FT2 31.3

Ef)DY LENGTH, INCHES 130.4

BODY DIAMETER, INCHES 0.0

WING SPAN , INCHES 37.0

TOTAL WINQ AREA ONE PLANE, FTe — 4. i

CANARD-FIN SpAN, INCHES 17.7

EXPOSED CANARD AREA , ONE PLANE, FT2-0.2$31

WING M.A, C, , FT 1.776

CANARD M. A.C. , FT ,458

configuration. (AU dimn6i.onB in inches c

otherwise noted. )

F1
‘#
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NOTE: Gap distance between control surface torque rod
and inner surface of cylinder depends upon viscosity

of fluid and damphg rate desired.

A
----

<,-
,#
--,
,.
L

----

__ —--4--->
(\
;

(

.— ____ -- J’;

Canard Installation

—

Wing Tip
Installation

v

.
Figure 2.- Sketch of proposed viscous damper for use with floating

control surfaces with two typical installations shown.

..—.
.“ m
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Figure 5.- Typical variation of airfrsme damping and natural frequency
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(a) M = 1.2 and 1.6 at sea level.

Figure 6.- Effect on airframe damping ~ natural frequency of varying
c% and C@ Floating control-saft; Cha = -0.2.
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ch6
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Cha=‘.9
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I.0 1.2 I*4 1.6 1.8 2.0

M

Figure 7.- Vsxiation of Ch~“ with Mach number for two con6tant values

of H: compared with the desired variation shown as the shaded mea.
.

Floating controls aft;, Chb = -0.2.

L i I I I I

I
I original’ airfrarne~

I I 1 I I
‘1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 22

M
1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2
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Figure 8.- Variation of floating-control airframe damping with Mach
ntier for two values of H~ shown by solid curve for two values

of C% and compared with mmdmum possible airframe damping

represented by

at sea level.

dashed curve. Floating controls aft; %5 = -0.2
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Figure 10.- Variation of airframe damping parameter La with the ratio

of the floating-control undsmped natural frequency to the airframe
undsnped
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natural frequency for various values of c~ and Ch$

controls sft; ~ = -0.2.
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Figure 32..- Airfrsme snd control dynamic characteristicsfor Chb = -0.5.

Floating controls dtj M = 1.2 at sea leyel.
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